In this article, we study statistical attractors of skew products which have an m-dime compact manifold M as a fiber and their ε-invisible subsets. For any n ≥ 100 m 2 , m = di we construct a set R n in the space of skew products over the horseshoe with the fiber M the following properties. Each C 2 -skew product from R n possesses a statistical attracto an ε-invisible part, for an extraordinary value of ε (ε = (m + 1) −n ), whose size of invi is comparable to that of the whole attractor, and the Lipschitz constants of the map inverse are no longer than L. The set R n is a ball of radius O(n −3 ) in the space of skew pr over the horseshoe with the C 1 -metric. In particular, small perturbations of these skew pr in the space of all diffeomorphisms still have attractors with the same properties. Moreo skew products which have an m-sphere as a fiber, it consists of structurally stable skew pro Our construction develops the example of [Ilyashenko & Negut, 2010] to skew products have an m-dimensional compact manifold as a fiber, m ≥ 2.
Introduction
In [Ilyashenko & Negut, 2010] , the authors provide an example of a skew product over the Bernoulli shift with the fiber a circle and a uniform moderate Lipschitz constant L which possesses an attractor with an ε-invisible set, for an extraordinary value of ε (ε = 1 2 n ). Also, this property is robust, this means that each 1 n 2 -close skew product (in the C 1 -metric) also possesses an attractor satisfying the above properties. Moreover, small perturbations of these skew products in the space of all L-moderate smooth diffeomorphisms still have attractors with the same properties.
In [Ilyashenko & Volk, 2010] , the authors develprovide a better rate of invisibility w same radius of the ball in the spac ucts. Their construction is based on cading dynamical systems. The syst invisibility ε with ε = 2 −n k , where k the Hausdorff dimension of the ph construct the example as a sequen systems of increasing dimension, th skew product over the previous one In this article, we develop t [Ilyashenko & Negut, 2010] . In fac a skew product which has a com m-dimensional manifold as a fiber skew product possesses an attract
